
Walk Signal



Signal showing
pedestrians they
can safely cross

the street.

Walk Signal



Stop Signal



Signal showing pedestrians
it’s currently unsafe to

cross the street.
Pedestrians must yield to

cars and should NOT cross. 

Stop Signal



Cyclist Left
Turn Signal



Cyclist Left
Turn Signal

Arm signal
bicyclists use to
signify they want

to turn left.



Cyclist Right
Turn Signal



Cyclist Right
Turn Signal

Arm signal
bicyclists use to
signify they want

to turn right.



Marked Crosswalk



The safest place to cross the
street. Legally, drivers must
yield to you crossing if the

WALK signal is activated or if
you are already crossing the

street when it turns red. 

Marked
Crosswalk



Sidewalk



The safest place to
walk when available.

Sidewalk



School Ahead
Crossing Sign



School Ahead
Crossing Sign

Sign alerting drivers that
they are nearing a school

and should slow down,
watch for children, and be

prepared to stop suddenly. 



Pedestrian
Crossing Sign



Pedestrian
Crossing Sign

Signal showing
pedestrians they
can safely cross

the street.



Railroad Crossing
Ahead Sign



Railroad Crossing
Ahead Sign

Sign alerting drivers they
are within a few hundred

feet of a railroad
crossing. If you see a

train coming, STOP. Never
try to outrun a train.



Stop Sign



Big red sign all road
users should know.

Pedestrians must yield to
vehicles at stop signs. 

Stop Sign



Bike Route Sign



Routes designed
exclusively for cyclists

are marked by this sign.

Bike Route Sign



Road Work
Ahead Sign



This sign indicates to
proceed with caution

because the road is under
construction. Be on the

lookout for lane closures
and road workers! 

Road Work
Ahead Sign



School Bus Stop
Ahead Sign



School Bus Stop
Ahead Sign

This sign is to warn you
that there is a school bus

stop ahead.



Bicycle Helmet



You’re at increased
risk of head injury

when riding a bicycle
if you don’t wear this.

Bicycle
Helmet



Right of Way



This refers to who can go first.
Pedestrians have the right of way

at intersections without traffic
signs or when a walk signal is

active. Vehicles have the right of
way at stop signs or when the stop

signal is active. 

Right of Way



Unmarked Crosswalk



Any intersection without
markings is one of these. Even

when not marked, all
intersections are crosswalks.
Pedestrians have the right of

way, so cars must yield to
allow them to cross. 

Unmarked
Crosswalk



Red Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacon



Red Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacon

These lights mean vehicles
must stop to allow

pedestrians to cross and
are relatively new. 



Yellow Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacon



Yellow Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacon

These lights mean vehicles
must be aware pedestrians
are trying to cross and are

relatively new.



Dark Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacon



Dark Pedestrian
Hybrid Beacon

These lights mean
pedestrians must stop to
and wait to cross and are

relatively new.



Dedicated Bike Lane



Areas that allow space
for bicyclists to ride
safely on the street
separate from cars. 

Dedicated Bike
Lane



Backup Rearview
Camera



This car safety feature allows
the driver to see directly
behind the vehicle, where
pedestrians and bicyclists
may be difficult to spot.

Backup Rearview
Camera



Forward Collision
Warning



This vehicle technology
can help a driver detect

when a pedestrian or
bicyclist is in danger of a

crash with a vehicle. 

Forward Collision
Warning



Visible Pedestrian



When you are out walking,
especially in limited

lighting, make sure drivers
see you by establishing eye
contact and wearing bright

or reflective clothing.

Visible Pedestrian



Bike Rear Reflector



Safety device usually
attached behind and

underneath a bike seat that
helps make bicyclists more
visible when hit with light.

Bike Rear Reflector



Pedestrian Walkways



Separate pathways or
bridges that provide

pedestrians with space to
travel separate from

roadway vehicles.

Pedestrian
Walkways


